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Faculty postpone vote on
Indigenous People's Day
by Sophie Lehrenbaum
Assistant News Editor

Nicholas Pfosi / The Tufts Daily

Tufts Career Center, located in Dowling Hall, in collaboration with the Senior Class Council, will host its Senior
Launch event this Friday, Feb. 27.

Career Center partners with Senior Class
Council to hold Senior Launch
by Safiya Nanji

Assistant News Editor

The Senior Class Council
(SCC), in collaboration with
the Tufts Career Center, will
be holding "Senior Launch:

Professional Skills for Career
Success" on Feb. 27 from 8:30
am to 3:30 pm in order to
assist graduating seniors in
their career advancement and
job search.
According to Senior Class

Council Co-president Grace
Michaels, this event is relevant and timely for students
preparing to graduate.
“We are really excited that
see LAUNCH, page 2

On Feb. 4, faculty members of the School of Arts
and Sciences and School of
Engineering considered a resolution passed by the Tufts
Community Union ( TCU)
Senate to rename what is currently referred to as Columbus
Day as Indigenous People’s
Day.
During
the
meeting,
Professor of Earth and Ocean
Sciences Jack Ridge spoke on
behalf of a coalition of faculty members who argued
that more robust modifications to the Senate's current
plan, beyond just rebranding
the holiday, should be pursued
to try to amend some of the
ills indigenous people experience, according to Professor
in the Department of German,
Russian and Asian Languages
and Literatures Christiane
Zehl Romero.
“The faculty has postponed
a vote, at this point, until the
25th of March, and the Senate
has been informed and asked

Hackathon prize winners develop apps to support international
development
Earlier this month, students from
several universities competed in ID
Hack, a hackathon that focused on
international development. Of the hundreds of students who participated,
eight teams won awards for their projects, which explored solutions for economic and social challenges in developing countries.
According to organizer Sam Purcell,
there were 284 attendees with winners
in several different categories.
Students came from a variety of schools
including Harvard University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), Wellesley
College, Brown University, University of

Toronto and University of Massachusetts
schools, organizer James Downer said.
ID Hack provided contestants with nine
projects to choose from, but according to
Downer, a senior, many participants arrived
with their own ideas that fit into the theme
of international development.
“I just thought it was really cool how
people were that creative in that narrow
of a space when compared to the usual
broad hackathon," he said. "People have
the motivation to do it themselves. It was
just incredibly impressive."
Transparent, an app that takes information from the internet on the Tanzanian
government’s budget and converts into an

Nicholas pfosi / the tufts daily

Students participate in the ID Hackathon in Olin Hall on Feb. 13. The hacking began
Friday evening and continued until early afternoon on Saturday.
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accessible format, won the grand prize,
according to the ID Hack website.
The other seven winners were BetterBirth
Tracker, Tinder for Peace Corps, Visualizing
Tanzania, Reservoir, Rough Radio,
MassAware and Walimu Web Application.
According to Purcell, a junior, one of
the main goals of the hackathon was to
develop apps that can get deployed in the
future.
“A lot of times you see apps that get
built and never continue at all because
there’s no support and there’s not enough
interest, but right now we have sponsors who are not only interested but have
extremely deep pockets,” he said.
Organizer Morgan Babbs and Purcell
described the huge market for development technology in developing countries
that often goes unnoticed, which ID Hack
is intended to target.
“It’s the rest of the world outside of Silicon
Valley, outside of big cities,” Purcell said.
“Everyone's sitting around thinking of
apps that we can use every day to track the
Joey and that’s fantastic, but you have to
keep in mind that the majority of the world
needs more pertinent things to development,” Babbs, a senior, added.
Downer was hopeful about the potential impacts of the ID Hack projects.
“We have at our fingertips the cheapest
tool for invention that’s ever been available to anyone in the history of the world:
The ability to use data from around the
world and deploy it around the world,” he
said. “If the project that was built here for
Tanzania is in anyway deployed, the work
that happened on this Hill is now global,
and for whatever small purpose, that’s
worthwhile.”
—Kathleen Schmidt

to come up with a proposal which includes not only a
name change, but also proposals to do something concrete
for indigenous people,” Zehl
Romero told the Daily in an
email.
Ridge explained that the
coalition's motivation for
delaying the decision was primarily fueled by a desire to do
something more original than
simply changing the name
of the holiday, which various
other institutions have done.
He also emphasized that he
wants the university to implement policies that will elevate
the community's sensitivity to
modern American Indians.
“I wanted actions at Tufts to
go beyond the actions at other
schools, so that we weren’t just
following in their footsteps,
and to have an appreciation
for not only what Columbus’
arrival symbolized to indigenous people in the past but
also a recognition that we
haven’t really come to grips
with our poor treatment of
see INDIGENOUS, page 2

OpenBiome collects
stool for medical
treatment
by Justin Rheingold
News Editor

Several members of the local community are helping hospitals treat
patients with severe infections simply
by pooping, thanks to local nonprofit
organization OpenBiome.
According to OpenBiome Operations
Manager Laura Burns (E '14), the organization collects stool samples from
donors and ships it to hospitals around
the country to treat patients through
Fecal Microbiata Transplantation
(FMT). FMT is used to treat Clostridium
difficile (c. diff ), an intestinal infection
common to patients who have spent
time in hospitals.
The difficulty in getting access to
FMT prompted Mark Smith, a postdoctoral associate at MIT, to found the
organization, Burns explained.
"It's a particularly awful bacteria
because it can form spores, so this
dormant form of the bacteria can live
on surfaces for a very long period of
time, and it's very common for people
to get infected -- it's the most common
hospital-acquired infection," she said.
Burns explained that one of Smith's
friends had contracted c. diff and
almost had to leave his job due to the
severity of his illness.
"He had heard about fecal transplants but couldn't get access to one,
so he actually ended up doing an athome fecal transplant, and it worked,"
she said. "When Mark, one of our
founders heard about this, he said
'that's absolutely ridiculous, no one
see OPENBIOME, page 2
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Senior Launch prepares seniors
for life after school
LAUNCH

continued from page 1

this event applies to all seniors," she
said. "It is relevant to seniors that have
jobs and don’t have jobs, who are interested in corporate jobs or more adventure … traveling jobs, and those going
straight to grad school. It is designed to
give us tools for the real world that will
help us adjust to our new lives without
the comfort of the Tufts community.”
According to SCC Finance Chair and
senior Mark Bernardo, the event teaches certain skills that can't necessarily
be learned in the classroom.
“Seniors can expect a lot of valuable
real-life advice ... like how to manage
your finances, how to interview and
how to brand yourself," he said.
The event will last all day and
will feature a slew of activities and
presentations. For a ticket price of
$10, students will hear a keynote
address by author and founder of Why
Millennials Matter Joan Snyder Kuhl,
attend breakout sessions focusing on
various career-building and job-seeking topics, be served breakfast and
lunch and receive a gift, according
to Senior Class Council Co-president
Julia Stein.
Bernardo added that this year's
event also features an alumni panel.
"Recent graduates from the liberal
arts and engineering departments are
giving out advice on how they dealt
with the pressures of their first jobs out
of college, and how they succeeded,”
he said.
Furthermore, Stuart Paap, a financial advisor who will be delivering one
of the presentations, will give a year

of free consultation to attendees as
an incentive to participate in the day,
Stein said.
The day will be very helpful in getting seniors ready for next year, SCC
Marketing Chair Adiel Pollydore said.
“Personally, I think it'll be a great
way to get some of my burning questions answered and feel more confident
in my preparation for next year," she
said. "Particularly in terms of moving to
a new city and managing my finances."
Planning for the event has been
a collaborative effort between Tufts
Career Center and the Senior Class
Council. In past years, the Career
Center has single-handedly offered
Senior Launch, but this year the two
groups decided to work together.
“Career Services is responsible for
spearheading the event … [Assistant
Director of Career Development]
Shannon Seaver, to be exact,” Stein
said. “I was meeting with her last
semester about career related things,
and she told me about the Launch
and asked my opinion on something,
and I said that this would be a great
collaboration. So together we planned
out the speakers, the schedule, operations, etc.”
The SCC is hopeful that seniors
will take this opportunity to gain
post-graduation advice, according to
Michaels.
“We are very thankful to Career
Services, all of the speakers and alumni
who will be bestowing all of their valuable advice and tips on us," Michaels
said. "We know that everyone will walk
away feeling just a little bit more comfortable getting into those adult shoes
as we walk into our next steps.”

Faculty postpone vote to increase community support for Native American history
INDIGENOUS

continued from page 1

Native Americans today,” Ridge told
the Daily in an email.
“The impact of Columbus’ arrival is
still very real to Native Americans," he
said. "I thought we should acknowledge this in our effort to honor indigenous people and challenge the community at Tufts to do better than efforts
at other schools.”
Ridge continued to describe the
source of his desire to increase the university's support of Native American
history and identities, noting that in
spite of Christopher Columbus’ invaluable role as an explorer, a lot of myth
enshrouds his role in the discovery
and colonization of North America. He
asserted that the role Columbus played
upon arriving at the continent is something that indigenous peoples would
not want the rest of society to promote
or celebrate.
TCU Senator Genesis Garcia and
former TCU Senator Andrew Nuñez,
both seniors, spearheaded student
efforts to change the name of the holiday, and were the representatives who
originally brought the initiative before
TCU Senate. Now, Ridge and other faculty members have charged Garcia and
Nuñez with taking the lead to revise
the existing initiative before the faculty
reconsiders it in late March.
TCU President Robert Joseph
explained that Nuñez previously held
the position of diversity and community affairs officer, and that he and
Garcia presented the senators with this
initiative at the Senate’s first meeting
in the fall.
“I could tell that Andrew and Genesis
had been thinking about this quite a
bit. It wasn’t something they decided
to do spur of the moment or the day
before. It was definitely well thought
out,” Joseph, a senior, said.
Joseph explained that when a resolution is proposed to the Senate, the
authors of the resolution are allotted
five minutes to discuss the content of
the resolution and their reasons for
putting it forward before the Senate,

which is followed by a period of about
10 minutes set aside to pose questions
to the resolution's authors.
Finally, a motion of the resolution
occurs, and if the resolution is moved
and receives no objection, the Senate
takes a vote, and the resolution will
either pass or be objected, in which case
it can be debated or amended further, he
explained. If the Senate is in favor of a
resolution’s passage, as was the case for
the resolution to rename Columbus Day,
the Senate brings it to the administrators who are relevant to the resolution in
question, according to Joseph.
In the case of the resolution to
rename Columbus Day, according to
Joseph, the faculty hold ownership of
the academic calendar and therefore
the names of particular holidays, so
the resolution went to them.
“There is a hope that we will be able
to turn the day into a day of education
… at a liberal arts and engineering
school like ours, we would hope that
the faculty would be able to understand the history and the oppression
that has occurred and that they would
want to do what they can, as small as
it may be as changing the name of the
holiday at the school, to rectify that
injustice,” Joseph said.
First-year Ari Gizzi, a resident of
Berkeley, Calif., where Indigenous
People’s Day originated, explained that
back at home the city holds a Pow Wow
and Indian Market to commemorate
the enduring spirit of indigenous peoples who were affected by Columbus’
arrival in North America, focusing on
the local Ohlone people.
“Renaming
the
holiday
to
Indigenous People’s Day is really
important. They changed the name
of it in 1992 in Berkeley; I’ve never
even known the holiday as Columbus
Day," Gizzi said. "I agree with the
faculty in that more could be done
to celebrate Indigenous People’s Day
beyond renaming the holiday, in that
maybe there should be a festival on
Tufts’ campus. I think it is important
for people to also be aware of the customs and traditions of the indigenous
people who lived in their area."
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OpenBiome looks to continue
expanding operation

OPENBIOME

continued from page 1

should have to do this,' so he formed
OpenBiome."
As the nation's first stool bank,
OpenBiome recruits healthy people
to serve as stool donors, Burns said of
the the organization's process.
"We find healthy universal donors,
we make sure that we screen them to
make sure they are supremely healthy
people, and then we process their
stool, freeze it, and then it is available
at all times for anyone throughout the
country," she said.
One senior named Dave* found out
about OpenBiome through his friend
and has been a donor for several
months. He explained that the application process is long, as the organization wants to ensure its donors are
particularly healthy.
"They'll send along a questionnaire about medical history, and
then you can go on down to their
facility at 196 Boston Ave. and talk
it over with the doctor there," he
said. "If it looks good on the questionnaire, you proceed with a stool
sample ... They'll put that through
testing, and if everything looks good
then you'll get a blood test. If everything there looks good you can then
begin donating."
According to Burns, about 30 percent of people will pass the questionnaire, and then about 50 percent
of those people will pass the stool
sample. While much of the screening
criteria is kept secret to encourage
honesty, Burns highlighted some of
the major factors that exclude people
from providing fecal donations.
"If you've traveled outside the
United States or Europe in the past
year or so, that's an exclusion,"
she said. "Antibiotics are a big one
because they wipe out all of the
healthy bacteria in your gut, and it
takes a while to rebuild that immunity. If you've taken antibiotics in the
last three months, that's an exclusion. You have to be pretty damn
healthy, and sneaky things will pop
up in the stool screen. We've excluded
quite a few people in the stool screen
for rotavirus."

Dave explained that he typically
goes to the OpenBiome lab four times
per week. He receives $40 per stool
sample, and said the donation process is fairly simple.
"The people who work there -the people you hand off your stool
to -- are very professional," he said.
"They're always willing to help and
get you any information you need.
It's a really low stress, low maintenance way to make money and help
people out."
OpenBiome has rapidly expanded
its operation, according to Burns,
who said the staff of 12 people is
twice what it was during the summer. She explained that they currently have 14 active donors but have
historically had 25. The organization
hopes to expand to 40 donors, and it
is processing as many applicants as
time and space permit.
"In the beginning we had a tough
time recruiting donors ... and I think
some of that was just the response
to poop in general," she said. "We
formed a stool donor registry ...
Currently we have 6,000 responses
to our stool donor registry, which is
wild. So it's definitely a little tougher to become a donor now because
we have so many responses to weed
through."
Overall, Burns said the organization has provided 2,000 FMT treatments to 200 hospitals. While the
Food and Drug Administration only
allows patients suffering from c. diff
to use FMT after the bacterial infection comes back for a third time,
OpenBiome is working with partners
to expand fecal transplant research in
order to see if FMT could be used to
treat other infections.
"Our donors are also helping a
whole bunch of patients down the
road," Burns said. "MIT is still very
much doing research and we're closely tied with them. We're working on
clinical trials with hospitals throughout the country."
*The last name of the donor has
been withheld due to safety concerns
and to prevent patients from reaching
out directly to him.

courtesy bact via wikimedia commons

OpenBiome Operations collects stool samples from donors and ships them to hospitals
to help treat Clostridium difficile.
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'We’re not broken': at Tufts, on the
autism spectrum

Kendall Todd | Culture Shock

The Metro

by Lily Sieradzki
Features Editor

This is the first article in a two-part series
on students with autism spectrum disorders
(ASD) at Tufts.
Six students sit around a table in the Mayer
Campus Center on a Friday evening, fiercely
debating. The topics at hand include a 2008
Pentagon report claiming that Vladimir Putin
has Asperger’s syndrome and the resistance
to vaccination as an alleged cause of autism,
in light of last month’s measles outbreak in
Disneyland.
The conversation moves on to a recurring phenomenon of parents with a severely
autistic child attempting to kill themselves
and/or their child, claiming that the burden
of raising an autistic child became too heavy.
One student points out that while it may be
hard to be the parent, it’s important to think
about how hard it must be to be the child.
“It doesn’t matter how autistic you are —
you’re still a human being,” another student
said, emotionally.
A mixed group of those diagnosed with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and those
considered neurotypical, these students
make up the Coalition for Autism Support at
Tufts (CAST).
Sophomore Justin Robbins founded
CAST last October for two reasons: to fight
stigmas against people with autism, and to
create a supportive space for students on
the autism spectrum at Tufts. Robbins was
diagnosed with ASD during his junior year
in high school.
“The primary reason CAST was founded
[was] so we could find each other, so that
we can answer questions we all knew we
had but are difficult to explain,” he said. “For
example, how do you spot when someone
is making a white lie? How do you start a
conversation? I really struggled [with all that
stuff] in high school.”
However, CAST also aims to break down
the stigmas about autism that are evident in
the examples discussed at the meeting —
one of which, according to sophomore
Aaron Herman, is that autism is a debilitating
medical condition, seen by some as worse
than death.
“Yes, it is a disability, but it’s also a part of
our identities, just like LGBT is or [anything]
else,” Robbins said. “We’re different — no,
that doesn’t mean we’re broken, that doesn’t
mean we’re diseased.”
Having an autism spectrum disorder can
mean difficulties with social skills, such as
“responding inappropriately in conversations, misreading nonverbal interactions
or having difficulty building friendships,”
according to a report from the American
Psychiatric Association.
For Robbins, this has meant avoiding
eye contact and missing social cues, as
well as trouble distinguishing friends from
acquaintances. For senior Rachel Bennett,
who was diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome during her sophomore year at Tufts
and has since joined CAST, it means putting
your foot in your mouth and not even realizing you did it.
Asperger’s syndrome falls on the low
end of the ‘autism spectrum’. Until 2013,
Asperger’s was diagnosed as a separate disorder. But with the release of the newly
revised fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-5), autism has become a single
umbrella disorder.
According to a page on TV Tropes, a popular fiction-writing wiki, Asperger’s (now highfunctioning autism) can also be characterized by logical and literal thinking, trouble
understanding what others may be thinking
and feeling, irregular speech patterns or body
language, avoidance of eye contact, sensitivity to sensory overload and narrow, sometimes obsessive interests.
Herman was diagnosed with Asperger’s at
the age of six. His parents didn’t tell him until
he was in fourth grade.
“They thought I would be scared by it,”
Herman said.
Herman deals with anxiety about
autism leading him to act in a socially
“inappropriate” way.

T
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Sophomore Aaron Herman holds a YouTube series in which he discusses various issues
related to Asperger’s syndrome.
“One of the things that’s scariest about
Asperger’s or autism is the possibility that
you’ll do something that’s not socially acceptable, that’s considered rude, and you won’t
even realize that you did it,” he said. “The
way I see it, being bad at social skills is not
like being bad at math, because people don’t
decide who they’re friends with based on
how well they do math.”
Right before Herman began third grade,
he found out from a letter his teacher sent
home that one of his classmates was born
with one leg. During orientation, Herman
wanted to show off that knowledge to his
parents. He told his mother that he knew
that not everyone in his class had arrived yet.
When she asked how he knew that, he said:
“Because I haven’t seen anyone who has one
leg.” Herman immediately realized that what
he had said was insensitive.
“Even without her telling me, I immediately connected the dots, and I actually
started crying because I was so upset with
myself,” Herman said. “The level of difference between your intentions and how
you’re acting can be that big, that it makes
you want to take it back that badly.”
Herman noted that his social skills have
improved steadily, however, mostly in middle and high school. In addition to actively participating in CAST, Herman has also
started a series of YouTube videos where he
talks about a number of issues surrounding
Asperger’s, including terminology and recent
controversy.
“The mistakes I make are smaller now,
and I’m a lot more mature so I tend to
brush them off a lot more easily,” he said.
“I take the attitude that if I’ve done something wrong, people should tell me so that
I can fix it for later. I’m at the point where I
can totally take it.”
Autism spectrum disorder is a continuum, with behaviors that range from mild to
severe and vary individually, according to the
American Psychiatric Association’s report. As
Robbins puts it: “If you’ve met one person
with autism, you’ve met one person with
autism.” In addition, people can move along
the spectrum throughout their lives.
“That’s another thing people forget — we
all grow up,” he said. “We get better at social
stuff, we get better at life skills. We appear to
not be as autistic as we were, when [really] we
learned how to cope.”
Herman, Robbins and Bennett all identify as high-functioning, or low on the autism
spectrum. People who are low-functioning,
or severely affected, may be completely
nonverbal.
“I identify as autistic, for a couple reasons: One, it’s technically correct because
Asperger’s syndrome no longer officially
exists, and two, I say autistic out of solidarity,”
Robbins said. “The true difference between
high-functioning and low-functioning is
really subjective.”
Bennett noted the difference between
stereotypes attached to Asperger’s and
to autism.
“I’ll admit, I do say Asperger’s more than I
say autism. I wish I didn’t. It’s because of the
stigma,” Bennett said. “Asperger’s is ‘smart

but quirky’, autism is ‘you’re nonverbal.’”
Robbins believes that this is one reason
for Asperger’s elimination from the DSM-5
— to mediate the effects of these stereotypes and generally improve the accuracy of
diagnosis.
In the first part of a two-part series on
being autistic in the Tufts environment,
members of the Coalition for Autism Support
at Tufts talk about their experiences and their
opinions on the identities of autistic people.
“The problem is that there was a very
large bias towards diagnosing Asperger’s as
opposed to autism for wealthier kids, for
white kids and for boys,” Robbins said.
“Autism is probably under-diagnosed in
minority communities [and] definitely
under-diagnosed with women.”
There has been opposition to the elimination of Asperger’s from the DSM-5, from parents concerned their children will lose health
or education benefits and from individuals
diagnosed with Asperger’s who do not want
to lose that identity.
When the DSM-5 came out, Herman read
negative reactions online from people diagnosed with Asperger’s who did not want to
be associated with autism due to its connotations of severity.
“I think that’s a really unhealthy attitude
to take,” Herman said. “What we should
be doing is changing the way people think
about autism, not changing what we call ourselves to accommodate what people think
that means.”
For some, having autism means having
an intense interest in one or more specific
areas of knowledge. Robbins’ first interest
area as a child was astronomy, and since
then has shifted toward biology and history,
his two majors.
“I don’t know if I would have gotten into
Tufts without that passion for science, without that passion for history, without that
passion for all this other weird, nerdy stuff,”
he said. “The [admissions] essay — celebrate
your nerdy side — that was the one essay I
genuinely enjoyed writing.”
Herman, who is majoring in music, said
that his autism is instrumental in his ability
to write music. While he often needs time
away from other people, he says that he puts
that time to good use.
“One benefit that it brings me is that it lets
me work on something for a long period of
time and perfect it … I take on large-scale
projects in composition,” Herman said. “The
level of understanding of music I have would
not be the same without Asperger’s.”
Bennett is majoring in child development and psychology and plans to pursue a
career in early childhood education. From
her experience in JumpStart and working
in a summer program in Chinatown, she
has found it much easier to communicate
with young children than people her own
age or adults.
“I love little kids, I’m good at it. I’ve always
understood them better than grownups,” she
said. “I’ve always had trouble with the parents. I always want to tell them what they’re
doing wrong and I will sometimes, and that
just gets me in trouble.”

here is a phrase in French — beaucoup du monde — that literally
means “a lot of the world.” You use
it to describe whenever there are a
lot of people out and about; for example,
il y a beaucoup du monde dans les rues
aujourd’hui, which means, “there are a lot
of people in the streets today.” Though you
can use this phrase in any sort of context,
I think it is most applicable to one necessary, quintessential aspect of Parisian life:
the Metro.
Riding the Metro, one doesn’t just
encounter beaucoup du monde, but tout
le monde — that is to say, all the world,
or everyone. Every trip is a new experience because of the diversity of the
people accompanying you. The Metro is
probably the only place in Paris where
you’re likely to find buskers, students
and tourists, as well as businessmen,
children, grandmothers, society women,
shoppers, artists and writers, all sitting
together willingly. Sometimes people
bring their dogs; others, their bicycles;
still others, their guitars or accordions,
hoping to make a quick Euro off of a captive audience. The Paris Metro is all the
different aspects of the city condensed
into a single network of spaces, none of
which manage to escape that subtle but
universally unmistakeable subway odor
of garbage and urine. A French joke says
that Paris below-ground is like a cheese:
It’s full of holes, and it smells.
Although the Metro system is as a cheap
and convenient mode of public transportation, it does have its drawbacks.
Traveling to class with tout le monde is a
hassle more often than not — the magic
of riding up-close and personal with the
true Parisians wears off very quickly, usually around the moment you find yourself
surrounded by loud, drunk teenagers on
your way home Friday night. The stations themselves exhibit various levels
of cleanliness, evidenced by the variable strength of urine-smell that permeates the air. The vending machines
sell dubious-looking prepackaged waffles
(“gaufres” in French) and madeleine biscuits alongside upside-down bottles of
water, Orangina and off-brand soda. Not
a terribly awesome selection there, but
certainly helpful on late mornings spent
running through the station desperately
trying to get to class on time.
The one thing I do love about the Metro
is that it provides an incredible opportunity to pick up style tips from local mavens.
Everyone knows that Paris is the fashion
capital of the world, and it is beyond
apparent just from looking at what people
wear on the Metro. In particular, I have
fallen in love with Parisian winter wear:
It seems like everyone has a gorgeous,
elegant coat and/or stylish scarf-and-hat
combo to keep them warm in the winter
wind. I’ve even seen a few honest-to-god
capes, and they never look out of place
among the crowds of other bundled-up
passengers; I haven’t yet figured out how
they do it. It’s not quite the same North
Face or Columbia crowd that populates
the Boston subway system, that’s for sure.
I suppose, now that I really think about
it, being surrounded by beaucoup du
monde during my morning commute
isn’t as horrible as all that. I’d be more
upset if I had to deal with the Red Line
every day — not to mention the Green
Line — but the Paris Metro is interesting
and bearable because it is different. The
novelty will wear off with time, I know,
but for now I’m happy to spend my Metro
rides sitting in my fold-down window
seat and finishing my reading for class.
Kendall Todd is a junior majoring in international relations and French. She can be
reached at kendall.todd@tufts.edu.
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Restaurant Review

Daniel Bottino | Frost for you

Life Alive Cafe creates cozy, hippie
atmosphere
by Miller Schulman
Contributing Writer

While in line at Life Alive Café, a
vegan “urban oasis” on Massachusetts
Ave. in Central Square, a conversation

Life Alive Cafe

765 Mass Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 354-5433
$$
was overheard between two faux-leopard fur coat clad women as they discussed the nature of their respective
fruit cleanses. “I can totally drink, like,
every night, on mine!” one exclaimed
to the other. Customers stood in line,
waiting to place their orders with
a young blue-haired woman with a
piercing on her forehead resembling
a bindi. “Upstairs or downstairs?” she
asked, handing each customer a laminated number. Customers surveyed

the warm and crowded room searching for nonexistent open tables, some
choosing to share communal tables
with strangers.
While in line, the fur coat-clad
women discussed one of Life Alive’s
mantras — “To share love, joy, beauty and pleasure; to help people tap
into infinite vitality” — painted above
wheatgrass plants in window boxes.
The restaurant asserts on its website, “Our mission is to feed the vitality
of the world. We do this by providing
healthy fantastic food for people on
the go, while honoring and protecting
our environment.” Offering items for
people with a variety of specialty diets
(vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free, macrobiotic, raw, etc.). Life Alive prides
itself on its commitment to using quality, locally sourced organic ingredients
and composting and utilizing recyclable materials to be as eco-friendly
as possible.
Life Alive is certainly not an oasis;
it is often difficult to find a table, and

the Thursday night live music makes
conversation difficult.
Its shtick may also seem tiresome,
from wheatgrass shots to rooms with
different chakras, yet these apparent negatives all add to the unique
Life Alive experience. At Life Alive’s
Cambridge location (there are sister
restaurants in Lowell and Salem) the
food is genuinely good and relatively
cheap, the staff is quick and attentive and it’s hard to leave feeling
dissatisfied.
On a Thursday evening around 8
p.m., open seats could be found in
the basement, though most were at
shared tables with two or more couples. A musician named “Manni Festo,”
a young man in an entirely denim outfit, was performing loudly on a stagecum-children’s-play-area in a corner.
About ten minutes after we ordered,
the food and drinks arrived. Life Alive’s
menu offers whimsically named comsee LIFEALIVE, page 5

Restaurant Review

Meju offers new delicious cuisine, faces
growing pains
by Josh Podolsky
Assistant Arts Editor

Meju, a new Korean restaurant in
Davis Square that opened late last
month, oozes trendiness, almost to a

Meju
243 Elm St., Somerville, MA 02144

(617) 764-3053
$$$
fault. The design motifs chosen seem
to be “trendy” and “supersized” — but
certainly not “authentic” — as practically everything about the place,
except the portions, is pumped up a
few proportions.
Even the cutlery was abnormally
heavy — yes, this may be odd, but the
metal chopsticks, for example, became
cumbersome after a while. The chopsticks’ size begged the question of
whether the extra heft was to help diners burn off calories accumulated from
the decadent food.
The cool, mod space is a bit of a shock
in the context of Davis Square, which
often feels decidedly untrendy itself.
Enough about the space though, what
about the food?
Turns out it’s pretty good, actually. One could make a dinner entirely
out of the appetizer menu, which consists mainly of smaller (although not
small), shareable dishes at prices that
reflect the restaurant’s trend factor. In
fact, an all-appetizer tapas-style dinner with friends may be the best way
to enjoy Meju’s offerings. The cheese
dukboki was described, in terms of an
Italian palette, as a firm, rice gnocchi.
Indeed, even the dish’s presentation
was derivative of what one might expect
at a modern Italian restaurant, served
in a shiny metal skillet. Smothered
in cheese and a red spicy sauce, the
cheese dukboki should definitely be an
item on anyone’s bill.
Other enticing appetizers that, unfortunately, were not sampled this time but
definitely would be during another visit,
include buns with pork shoulder and
sweet potato fries with bulgogi on top.
The entrees are put together for individual, rather than family-style, eatsee MEJU, page 5

Courtesy Josh Podolsky / The Tufts Daily

The hip atmosphere of Meju is reflected in its artistically presented meals.

The Witch
of Coös:
Part II

W

hat do you have buried in your
basement? During my childhood, my basement always
represented a mixture of the
known and unknown elements of my life,
the familiar and the scary. It was where
I played ping pong with my dad most
evenings, and where I could play with
my Legos and building blocks. But that
all took place in one corner of the basement, with the rest of the basement area
remaining a dark and unfamiliar space
where only my cat regularly ventured. The
space wasn’t empty; rather, it contained
piles of unopened boxes, stacked firmly
on dusty shelves. These boxes were the
forgotten belongings of my family, left
unopened after we moved into our current
house in 1996.
My family’s forgotten basement items
are, for the most part, innocuous, casting no shadow over our day-to-day
lives. But the sense of mystery remains,
and I do feel that a burden will be lifted
from my family when we do finally get
around to finishing the unpacking we
started 19 years ago.
A similar sense of mystery hangs over the
family profiled in Robert Frost’s “The Witch
of Coös (1922). As we saw last week, this
lonely family of northern New Hampshire,
consisting only of an aged, widowed mother and her son, harbors a secret of sinister
dimensions: a living skeleton, confined in
their attic. But the skeleton was not always
a denizen of the attic. The skeleton, or “the
bones,” as the mother and son call it, was,
after his death, buried in the house’s cellar. As the mother says: “We know they had
a grave down in the cellar.”
Like my family’s boxes, the bones lay
for many years in their basement grave,
forgotten or ignored by the family living
above. Contrary to the son’s assertions,
these bones did not belong to an unknown
stranger. Exhorting her son to “tell the
truth for once,” the mother admits that the
bones once belonged to a man she knew
intimately. But not even death could end
their relationship, for a terrible secret hung
over their life together. Unacknowledged
by the family after the bones’ consignment
to their basement grave, the un-rectified
errors of the past eventually returned to
haunt the living family. Rousing themselves
late one winter night, the bones ascended
the basement steps in hopes of re-entering
the world of the living. Confronting the
skeleton alone while her husband slept, the
mother faced a fearful sight: “A tongue of
fire / flashed out and licked along his upper
teeth. / Smoke rolled inside the sockets of
his eyes.”
Yet despite its demonic visage, the skeleton was still familiar to the mother, for
she had not entirely forgotten their former relationship: “Then he came at me
with one hand outstretched, / the way he
did in life once.” Striking out, the mother knocked the skeleton’s hand off and
chased him into the attic.
Many years passed. While the skeleton remained stuck in the attic, the
mother’s husband died, leaving her a
widow. And now, allowed an outside
audience at last, she finally tells the
truth, explaining that the skeleton was a
man her husband killed: “I mean a man
he killed instead of me.”
Frost does not reveal more than this.
Perhaps the murdered man had had an
affair with the mother, perhaps the skeleton had done something even worse. But
now that his story has finally been acknowledged, perhaps he can rest in peace, along
with the mother and son. This, I think, is an
important lesson: Do not leave your past
unpacked and forgotten in your basement
or attic. Instead, acknowledge the past and
move forward with your life.

Daniel Bottino is a senior majoring in
psychology and history and minoring
in film studies. He can be reached at
dbotti01@tufts.edu.
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Cafe in Cambridge
offers healthy food
for vegans
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Arts & Living

Meju serves stylish meals at the expense of good service
MEJU

continued from page 4

LIFEALIVE

continued from page 4

binations of vegetables, grains and
house-made sauces in bowl or wrap
form. I ordered “The Lover” in a bowl,
which consisted of shiitake mushrooms, carrots, beets, kale and broccoli
with a “Ginger Nama Shoyu” sauce over
brown rice. My friend ordered “The
Emperor,” a bowl of sweet corn, sundried tomatoes, kale and sun-sprouts
with a miso sauce over brown rice, in a
smaller “demi” size. For mid-February,
the vegetables in both dishes tasted
extremely fresh, and the sauces were
excellent. We also ordered the “Harverst
Alive” smoothie, which contains kale,
avocado, lemon juice, banana, chia,
dates and almond milk and basically
tastes like each of its ingredients.
Later in the evening, after the live
music ends and the crowd thins out, Life
Alive adopts a much more relaxed atmosphere. People-watching and eavesdropping, fantastic and key elements of any
visit to Life Alive, are best at this time.
Some customers chat, drinking beer and
wine (Life Alive offers a limited alcohol
menu), while others sample the “DandiBlend Coffee,” which claims to taste
“like delicious coffee, but [is] actually
great for you and detoxifying!” Around
10 p.m., the staff begins to clear tables
and turn over chairs, yet few of the customers seem ready to leave, still lingering over their kombucha (offered on tap)
and kale, trying to postpone the bitter
February cold.
Life Alive is located at 765
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.,
open Monday-Saturday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.,
and Sunday 11 a.m.-8 p.m. The Lowell
and Salem locations have different
hours, available on their website. Bowls
and wraps are $9.25-$9.95 (with demisize portions priced at $5.95); smoothies range from $6.25-$7.95.

ing. The portions are more than large
enough to be satisfying; although, compared to the price, they are not exactly
“generous” in size. Bibimbap, the traditional Korean hotpot and perennial
crowd pleaser, comes with miso soup
and a spicy sauce, without which the
dish is kind of boring — diners can dial
in their desired spice level, but should
be warned that the sauce is extremely
potent. The hot stone bowl that bibimbap nearly always comes in is an add-on
at Meju. However, diners should order
the bowl, if only because the two-dollar
up-charge will be negligible compared
to the rest of the bill and because it is the
only way to get “socarrat,” the Spanish
word for a delicious, crispy rice that gets
stuck to the sides of the bowl.
The beef bulgogi, Korean barbequed
meat, was par for the course. The dish

is sweet but not too sweet, as it should
be. The jabchae, vermicelli noodles with
vegetables and a choice of protein, was
also delicious. The glossy noodles are
sometimes hard to grasp with the metal
chopsticks, but that almost makes the
dish more fun to eat (albeit difficult for
the person actually eating the jabchae).
All mains — except for the noodle dishes — come with a side of either white
or purple rice and four additional sides
called banchan. Many Korean restaurants serve more banchan with an order;
for example, this writer’s favorite Korean
place in New York serves seven to ten
banchan with an order, depending on
the size of the dining party. Meju’s sides
included a mild kimchi, the most unusual
tasting eggplant dish, along with an amazing sharp pickled daikon radish and a
very plain pickled cucumber, which was
a good pallet cleanser (therefore “plain” is
not necessarily a negative term here).

In terms of the overall meal, the food
was superb. The service, however, was
another story. For context, the restaurant
was extremely busy, even on a Sunday
night; nevertheless, that does not excuse
how unabashedly the service seemed to
rush people out the door. Servers asked
for customer orders much too soon, and
main dishes came out several minutes
apart from each other. Maybe the quality of service can be chalked up to the
new restaurant having teething issues
and finding its groove. In order to succeed, however, Meju needs to bring its
quality of service up to the same standard as the quality of its food — and the
prices it charges.
Overall, Meju offers a good culinary
experience not far from campus; the
food is quite good and more stylishly
presented than it is at the vast majority of Davis Square options, though at a
steeper price.

Courtesy Josh Podolsky / The Tufts Daily

Meju, despite tasty food, is overly trendy and overly priced.

FEBRUARY 23—27
Tuesday, February 24
Peace and Justice Studies: Interested in ways you can work for peace and justice? Come meet PJS majors, faculty, and alumni to
learn about the major and find out how! Free pizza and drinks! —4:00pm-5:30pm, Campus Center Zamparelli Room #112

Majors Week Student Panel : Presented by Office of Student Transition, and Freshman Class Council. Refreshments will be
served. —6:00pm-8:00pm, Crane Room

Wednesday, February 25
Anthropology: “Anthropology Innovates” Join faculty, majors, and alum for lunch and learn about innovative careers in
Anthropology.—2:00pm, Eaton 302

Sociology: Sociology Department Majors Week event—pizza and cake provided—12:00pm-1:15pm, Eaton 124
Art and Art History: The Department of Art and Art History Open House and Pizza Reception— This is the perfect time to learn
about both the majors and minors in Art History and Architectural Studies.—11:30 -1:00pm, 11 Talbot Ave

Chemistry: Information session for the following majors: Chemistry ACS-Certified, Chemistry, Biochemistry, and Chemical Physics.
Refreshments will be served.—12:00pm-1:00pm, Pearson Chemistry Building, Room P 112

Africana Studies: Come learn about the Tufts Africana Studies Major! Professors and majors will come together to talk about the
major, classes, and other opportunities.—3:00pm-4:30pm, Eaton 203

Thursday, February 26
Economics: Department of Economics Open House: Faculty will be available with information and departmental literature on
majors and minors available, finding an advisor, studying abroad, and declaring a major. —12:00pm-1:00pm, Braker Hall 222

Mathematics: Mathematics Major Reception: Chat with Mathematics Department faculty and enjoy some Chinese dumplings—
4:00pm- 5:30pm, Bromfield-Pearson Conference Room

Philosophy: You’re Majoring in Whaaat? Come talk to a panel of successful alumni philosophy majors and minors about what
they are doing and how their study of philosophy has helped them. Delicious pizza and treats will be served. —6:30pm-8:00pm,
Miner Hall, 224

Friday, February 27
Classics: Please join Classics, Latin and Greek, Archeology majors, minors, faculty, and prospective majors and minors for information, presentations and lunch. Food provided! —12:00pm-1:15pm, Eaton Hall 201

Community Health: Lunch with the director—11:30am-1:00pm, 112 Packard Ave.
Biology: The Biology Department will hold an informal information session for students considering Biology, Biopsychology, and
Biochemistry. Biology faculty will be available to answer questions. Refreshments will be served. —2:30pm-3:30pm, Barnum
Elephant Lobby

Civil and Environmental Engineering: Majors Week CEE Open House-Come talk with students and faculty to learn more about
CEE. Enjoy free food, win a raffle! —3:00pm-4:00pm, Burden Lounge, Anderson Hall
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Editorial

Columbus Day needs more than new name

Although Columbus Day may be
several months away, a debate over
changing the name of the holiday is
underway at Tufts. When we celebrate
Columbus Day, we blindly pay homage
to a long history of genocide and colonization. Rather than honor a man who
played an instrumental role in initiating centuries of violence, Tufts should
take long overdue action to change the
name of Columbus Day to Indigenous
Peoples’ Day. In addition to the name
change, the Tufts community should
do something more to commemorate
the holiday and act in solidarity with
Native American communities across
the country who still face the consequences of the historical events that
Columbus Day celebrates.
The student body already supports
renaming the holiday; last September,
The Tufts Community Union (TCU)
Senate passed a resolution to do so.
In order to actually make this change
official, however, faculty members of
the School of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering must vote on it. The mat-

ter was originally supposed to come to
a vote on Feb. 4, but the faculty decided
to postpone its decision. Some faculty
members argued that Senate should do
more than simply rename the day, and
asked that Senate propose opportunities
for the community to take action on the
holiday as well. The new faculty vote, on
both the name change and Senate’s tobe-determined proposals for action, is
now scheduled for March 25.
We applaud the faculty’s desire to
take concrete action in support of
Native American communities. While
changing the name of Columbus Day
is definitely a step in the right direction, Tufts and Boston as a whole
have the resources to do much more.
We can look to the many cities across
the country that already commemorate Indigenous Peoples’ Day, including
Denver, Seattle and Berkeley, for ideas
on how to celebrate Native American
culture and resistance.
Most importantly, we can work to
ameliorate the near-total lack of education about Native American communi-

ties in American public schools. Owing
in part to the way we celebrate holidays
like Columbus Day and Thanksgiving,
we are taught our country’s history from
the perspective of the colonizers rather than the colonized. Unfortunately,
many students go through their entire
educations without spending any
appreciable time learning about the
people to whom this land originally
belonged. Perhaps one aspect of the
university’s Indigenous Peoples’ Day
celebrations could include campus and
community events aimed at educating
students about this essential piece of
our country’s history.
Tufts cannot continue to commemorate Columbus Day, a holiday that
implicitly celebrates centuries of violence. Instead, we must take action
and acknowledge the resistance and
survival of Native American culture in
the face of constant, institutionalized
oppression. Celebrating Indigenous
Peoples’ Day is a great first step, but we
must follow this symbolic gesture with
concrete action.
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Letter from the opinion, online editors
In what we hope will be the first full
week of classes (fingers crossed), we
want to first say how ecstatic we are
about the discourse on campus this
semester. This past year, with a completely new web-first workflow, website, social media team, graphics team,
marketing team and, most recently,
several new additions to the opinion
section, we’ve changed quite a bit.
In this past semester, you may have
noticed us restructure our social media
and completely revamp the opinion
section. What was once a page full of
“Off the Hill” articles now includes several contributing writers and consistent submissions from the Tufts community. When we’ve spoken to authors,
most, if not all, are thrilled when people critically engage with their pieces,
whether by writing another opinion
piece or by reaching out in person.
On a less positive note, though,
we’ve been dismayed at some of the
comments surrounding these pieces
both on the web and on Facebook.

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

There has been quite a bit of internal
debate among us about when it is
okay to censor comments on our website. As it stands, the Tufts Daily will
only remove comments deemed to be
solely insulting, obscenely offensive,
threatening to an individual or group,
contain obscene images or that are
blatant spam. So far we have only
removed one comment this semester,
as it was deemed a personal attack on
a student. These decisions are in no
way taken lightly. The Tufts Daily is not
in the business of silencing anyone’s
voice: We are storytellers at heart, and
we want to hear from you.
We’ve also had quite a bit of internal
debate here at the Daily about whether to allow anonymous comments.
On one hand, the veil of anonymity
can be a powerful, necessary force to
allow often-silenced voices to emerge.
On the other hand, it can become an
excuse to use racist and violent language. Ultimately, we have chosen to
allow anonymous comments.

We urge each and every one of you
when reading opinion pieces that you
disagree with to comment on them,
speak about them and challenge them.
We also suggest you bring your comments back to us, either in the form of
another opinion article, or by contacting us directly. We value your comments and the discourse they encourage, and hope they will be directed in
a constructive, active way in order to
hold people accountable.
We urge all of you not to abuse the
power of your anonymity or of your
comments. We have the potential to
create a space for discourse through
the internet, but this potential is
undermined by senseless and hateful
comments.
Sincerely,
Scott H. Geldzahler (Executive
Opinion Editor) and Nitesh Gupta
(Executive Online Editor)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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Op-Ed

Putinism as the governance of emergency
by Grigory Khakimov
After the 2014 annexation of Crimea
and the military support of eastern
Ukrainian rebels, Russia has risen to
the top of the international political
agenda. Today some experts compare
Vladimir Putin’s regime with the totalitarian expansionist power of Josef
Stalin or Adolf Hitler. There are a lot of
definitions of the Putin’s system: “crony
capitalism,” “kleptokracy,” “competitive authoritarianism,” “managed pluralism,” “sovereign democracy,” “neofeudalism,” “neo-paternalism,” etc.
All of these concepts could be subsumed by the term “Putinism,” which
explains the existing hybrid political
system that simultaneously combines
authoritarianism with democracy, oligarchy with capitalism and imperial
ambitions with nation-state building.
When Putin came to power in 2000,
he was perceived as an “effective manager” who brought ideas of “stability”
(stabilnost) and statehood to Russia.
Under the discourse of stability, the
social consensus about Putin’s legitimacy was established among those
who experienced a loss in their living
standards after the 1990s — employees
of the state bureaucracy, the regional
bureaucracy, some of the intelligentsia,
doctors, teachers and pensioners. This
constituency formed Putin’s majority.
Over time, however, it became evident that Putin’s “stability” was not
founded on the ideas of modernization
and democratization, but instead on
political stagnation and the exclusion
of society from politics. The purpose
of Putinism is the conservation of the
redistributive system of power and
resources through informal and illegal
practices, including nepotism (kumavstvo), kickback (otkat), circle of joint
responsibility (krugovaya poruka),
people in one’s circle (svoi lyudi),
“authorized” corporate attacks (raids)
and the abuse of administrative power
(administrativnyi resurs). In order to
maintain and protect itself, the system employs mass media propaganda
(conspirology and political technologies), manipulation of electoral pro-

Op-Ed

cesses, control over civil society and
opposition, one-party system, vertical
of power and loyalty and state corporations. Thereby, Putinism legitimizes
“transition without transformation”
and “revolution from above” through
the restoration, return to the status
quo and revanchism. But it is not the
restoration of the Soviet governance,
but rather the creation of a “vertical
of power,” as a telephone or manual
governance transferring signals from
the Kremlin to the regions.
This new type of nomenklatura does
not have the strong internal controls
that existed in the Soviet time while
being overseen by the KGB and the
Communist Party. Putin’s United Russia
has nothing in common with the Soviet
Communist Party and just imitates the
function of a ruling party but has never
played a significant role in the regional
economy. The purpose of this system
is to allow the elites, Putin’s inner circle
(so-called siloviki), to transform their
power into property and the right to
expropriate property from disloyal and
untrusted people. Such type of governance can exist only under the idea of
an endless period of transition — stability as never-ending overcoming of crisis
— in which Russia is always a “young
democracy and new market economy”.
A Russia in which more advanced levels of development will happen in the
indefinite future, but for now people are
recommended to “tighten their belts.”
In other words, Putinism protects
and manages the anomie, or lawlessness (bezzakonie), and limitlessness
(bespredel) of the 1990s; essentially
what German political philosopher
Karl Schmitt called “the state of emergency.” It is not a coincidence that the
popular Russian ideologue Alexander
Dugin applies Schmitt’s political ideas
for his theory of Eurasianism. In particular, Dugin uses Schmitt’s bipolar
interpretation of the world: the land
power (Russia as continental state)
versus the sea power (the United
States). He also refers to Schmitt’s
friend-enemy distinction, according to
which there are two types of enemies:
the enemy within one’s own imaginary

territory (in Russia’s case it is the nonsystemic opposition — the so-called
“fifth column” or “foreign agents”) and
the absolute enemy in the distant,
or the hostile outsiders (the United
Sates or NATO). Under the state of
emergency, Putinism neglects any
idea of revolutions — either the 1990s
as the revolutionary time of independent Russia, or color revolutions
in the post-Soviet space or the Arab
Spring. From this perspective, Putin
interprets the revolutionary crisis in
Ukraine as an anti-constitutional coup
d’état organized by nationalists, neoNazis, Russophobes and anti-Semites.
According to this logic, Russia represents a protector of Eurasia or Russkiy
Mir (Russian World) from the possible
revolutions and chaos.
Instead of creating new institutions
and reforming an autocratic political
system, Putinism builds what Michel
Foucault names “govementality,” the
political practices based on control
and discipline techniques, rather
than on the development of modern
institutions. In this sense, Putinism
could also be historically compared
with Napoleon III’s Bonapartism,
German Weimar Republic and Benito
Mussolini’s and Silvio Berlusconi’s
premierships. Putinism, along with oil
and gas, is exporting from Russia a new
type of far-right political model. For
instance, Hungary’s Prime Minister
Viktor Orban, Turkey’s Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, France’s Marine Le Pen,
the Netherlands’ Geert Wilders and
even Britain’s Nigel Farage are openly
admiring Putin’s politics including
his annexation of Crimea and war
in Eastern Ukraine. Putinism, along
with other critical topics, will be
further explored at the Tufts EPIIC
Symposium, which will run from Feb.
25 to March 1.
Grigory Khakimov, is an EPIIC Colloquium
Member, and a junior majoring in international relations with a thematic concentration on Europe and the Former Soviet
Union. Grigory can be reached at Grigory.
Khakimov@tufts.edu

Free the course evaluations
by Kyle Allen

Tufts’ course selection and evaluation processes are in desperate need
of improvement. A significant percentage of students every semester do not
complete evaluations of the courses
they take. When choosing classes, students effectively have to rely on the
knowledge of their advisor and wordof-mouth. This can, and does, lead to
an unnecessary amount of disruption
in class rosters during the add/drop
period at the start of every semester.
It makes sense: If students don’t know
what they are signing up for, there is a
good chance they may not like it.
In choosing courses, students generally go through a disorganized, haphazard information-gathering process.
If a student is taking a course for their
major, they can probably get a decent
understanding of the course from their
major advisor. Otherwise, the research
process basically consists of students
trying to find a friend or mentor who
has previously taken a class they are
interested in and hoping they can trust
the advice. In 2015, it’s more than a
little ridiculous that finding the right
courses is no more sophisticated than
finding a good babysitter in 2005.
Outside of word-of-mouth advice,
students can turn to websites like Rate
My Professor, which suffers from an

overly simplistic five-star rating sys- schedules in the first few weeks of the
tem, a tendency for only the most semester. With so much fluctuation
extreme opinions to inspire a student occurring in their class rosters, it is
to review their class experience and a difficult for professors to engage and
dearth of Tufts students who actually invest time in their students before the
conclusion of the add/drop period at
complete ratings.
Tufts likes to bill itself as providing a the start of every semester. As a result,
well-rounded, liberal arts education. In this is wasted time in the classroom.
reality, it’s hard for a student to know Access to course evaluations won’t
anything about a class outside of the eliminate students switching classes,
realm of knowledge of their major advi- but it will alleviate some of the extreme
sor. Though this a function of larger, sys- disruption in class rosters that occurs
temic problems in the advising system, at the start of every academic term.
From the low response rates and
a comprehensive database of course
incessant reminder emails, it is clear
evaluations would certainly help.
Tufts has struggled to get its under- a significant portion of the undergradgraduates to complete the course eval- uate population does not complete
uations at the end of every semester the course evaluations. In order to
(response rates are usually below 60 improve the response rates and qualpercent). The university could alleviate ity of the evaluations, the university
this problem by only allowing students should release the results to students.
to view evaluation data when choosing The university could and should procourses if they thoroughly completed vide an incentive to complete the evaluations by releasing the results only to
the previous semester’s evaluations.
By attaching direct, tangible value students who have completed those
to the evaluations, Tufts can simulta- from the previous semester. Liberate
neously improve the percentage and the course evaluations and let stuaccuracy of evaluations that are com- dents see the value in completing them
pleted at the end of every semester. carefully and accurately. It’s simple, it
What students put in to the evalua- makes sense and it will directly help
tions in terms of care and effort will the student body.
reflect exactly what they receive at the
start of the next semester.
More knowledge of what to expect Kyle Allen is a junior majoring in political
from a course could lead to fewer science. Kyle can be reached at Kyle.Allen@
students dramatically altering their tufts.edu

Computing
morals,
saving cups

W

hether taken from religion, deep
philosophical reflection or (god
help us) enrapturing television
programs like Game of Thrones,
unique moral codes guide us through ambiguous and sticky situations. How else would we
know how to vie for free rooms in Eaton? Why
else would we stop stealing cups from Dewick?
Moral codes are shaped by experience, culture, societal norms, the scores of infinitesimal
components that comprise individuals and
a mother’s love. But there’s another, arguably
more fundamental sculpture: neural hardwiring and human biology.
Today, there is a growing niche of evolutionary biologists, neuroscientists, linguists and
academics targeting moral intuitions and the
objectivity of ethical reasoning. Intellectuals
like Sam Harris and Marc Hauser raise salient
questions: What, if such a thing exists, is the
common moral denominator, the parameters
in which morality is crafted by a mother’s love?
Does this mean morality has an underlying
grammatical component?
To tackle these questions, moral theorists, such as Georgetown Professor of Law
John Mikhail, have constructed a framework
for human moral cognition aptly named
Universal Moral Grammar (UMG). Influenced
by Noam Chomsky’s theory of universal grammar, the linguistic concept that the human
ability to use grammar is hardwired in the
brain, UMG outlines sets of rules, principles
and computations we use, consciously or otherwise, to make judgments of right and wrong.
As if “computations” didn’t sound mechanical
enough, here’s where it gets robotic.
If these computations are coded for, robots
may become capable of employing emotional and moral reasoning in decision making. Faux-emotional experiences in robots
and computers would be akin to their fauxconscious experiences; computers simulate
thinking, now they may be able to simulate
emotion. This means that, when robots rule
the world, maybe they’ll be forgiving.
These computations, these codes, are preliminary, but they would basically allow experimenters to recreate the most fundamental
components of human emotional instinct.
Much of this faux-reasoning involves deontic
logic, a field concerned with actions that are
either permissible, obligatory or forbidden.
In order to categorize emotionally charged
decisions into these groupings, researchers
have analyzed moral dilemmas — scenarios
in which moral reasoning trumps logic.
The classic dilemma, which investigators
risk posing ad nauseam, is a series of hypothetical trolley scenarios designed to tease out
factors of decision making, prominent among
them side effects and means. When told that
they could pull a lever so a runaway trolley
kills one person instead of five, for example,
most people (90 percent) say they would pull
it. Conversely, when told that they could stop
the same trolley by pushing a man off the
platform, killing him, few people (10 percent)
say they would. The former scenario is an
example of side effect; the latter, means.
A more relevant scenario might be the use
of euthanasia. Death as a side effect of cutting
off life support might feel more permissible
than death via lethal injection as a means of
relieving a patient of agony. Side-effects seem
to have naturally larger scopes of permissibility than means do. Using such moral dilemmas, researchers have begun thinking about
coding innate human morality.
Robotic emotional reasoning carries great
implications on the nature, origin and purpose of moral knowledge. It allows us perspective into how intuitive and visceral decisions
are made. The more we know about our own
irrationality, the better we will be able to control our own emotions, ideas and decisions —
ideas and decisions that are not always socially
acceptable or politically correct on impulse —
the better we will be able to know ourselves.
Questioning the hardwired fundamentals of
human emotion is, then, kind of cool and kind
of important. Without them, Dewick might not
have any cups left.

Adam Kaminski is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major. He can be reached
at adam.kaminski@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Go down, Moses
by Zachary Nusbaum

My first reaction to the Tufts Hillel initiative to
bring Trayvon Martin’s parents to campus for a discussion on gun violence was that it is unremarkable.
Not in the sense of being unimportant, but rather
that it is exactly what I expect from an organization
that “walks the talk” in its commitment to social
justice. Conversely, the Pan-African Alliance’s (PAA)
petition against the event injects vitriol into a debate
that needs more public discussion — not more
silence, censure and sanction.
As a visitor to Tufts Hillel last Friday, I heard Rabbi
Jeff Summit use his weekly sermon to encourage listeners to reach out to their Muslim peers in the wake
of the tragedy in North Carolina. Shortly after were
announcements about student initiatives to promote
social justice in Rwanda, to train Tufts women in rape
aggression defense and an intellectual discussion of
the “refusenik” movement. That was just this week. Set
these events against the backdrop of larger campaigns
like “Tufts Students for Two States,” which promotes
reconciliation in Israel and Palestine, and one starts
to understand the true nature of this organization. Far
more than a student synagogue, Tufts Hillel is a conduit for social justice issues on our campus.
This is why its initiative to bring Trayvon Martin’s
parents to campus should come as no surprise. It is

Op-Ed

by Jamie Neikrie

unremarkable in the context of Tufts Hillel’s record
on social justice and, frankly, unremarkable in a
long history of Jewish-American solidarity with Black
America. Birthed by a shared history of slavery and
repression, the kinship was reflected in the congruent
intellectual underpinnings of the Zionist movement
and Black Nationalist Back-to-Africa movement. It
inspired Jewish and Black Americans to cooperate in
such lauded events as the founding of the NAACP and
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. Both groups
were motivated by the same harsh truth that Dr. King
pointed out in his statement, “The segregationists
and racists make no fine distinction between the
Negro and the Jew.” The event at Tufts Hillel honors
this proud tradition of solidarity. The petition circling
campus to cancel the event imperils this tradition at
the expense of both communities.
On the subject of linkage, I am compelled to address
another problematic aspect of the PAA petition. Its
proponents submit that Tufts Hillel’s stance on Israel/
Palestine renders it morally unfit to weigh in on gun
violence. Let’s put the fallacious link between Middle
Eastern politics and racial gun violence in North
America aside for a moment and reflect on the danger
of linking all Jews with Israeli government policy. It is
perfectly legitimate to criticize Israeli policy. Israelis
themselves do so loudly and frequently. However, to
combine a diaspora Jewish organization like Tufts

Hillel with Israeli policy is to start down a dangerous
line of logic. It is the same line of logic that used this
summer’s conflict between Israel and Hamas in Gaza
to justify the firebombing of a Jewish deli in Paris.
This petition has the effect of blurring the lines
between criticism of Israel and Anti-Semitism. French
Prime Minister Manuel Valls captured the phenomenon
well in his reaction to last month’s attack on a Paris
kosher supermarket: “Anti-Semitism, this old European
disease, has taken a new form. It spreads on the internet,
in our popular neighborhoods, with a youth that has lost
its points of reference, has no conscience of history and
who hides itself behind a fake anti-Zionism.”
The PAA petition foments animosity and arrogates
the language of freedom fighting in favor of division and hatred. This simultaneous attack on Tufts
Hillel and Trayvon Martin’s parents is diametrically
opposed to the social justice ideals it claims to represent. Let’s be full-throated about our opposition
to this vitriol. It’s up to us to see that it doesn’t crawl
from the extremist fringe into our legitimate intellectual discourse.
Zachary Nusbaum is a candidate for a masters degree of
international business in the class of 2016 at the Fletcher
School of Law & Diplomacy. He can be reached at zknusbaum@gmail.com.

The sound of protest music in 2015

Op-Ed Contributor

“I’m the biggest hypocrite of 2015,” Kendrick Lamar began,
and it only got more honest from there. Just hours after winning the Grammy Award for Best Rap/Hip-Hop Song, Kendrick
released “The Blacker the Berry,” a song that palpitated with
rage and self-loathing. Just months before, Kendrick had been
preaching a message of love and peace. But this was just the
next step in the evolution of protest music.
The failures of grand juries to hear trials in the cases of
Eric Garner, Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown and others
gave rise to the Black Lives Matter movement, one of the
most prominent cultural movements of the last decade.
That movement is very much in motion today, in the form
of every protest, every “hands up, don’t shoot” chant, every
hashtag and every newly sparked conversation. Much has
been made of the reaction by the sports world to the Black
Lives Matter movement. Cleveland Browns wide receiver
Andrew Hawkins wore a black T-shirt that read “Justice for
Tamir Rice and John Crawford III,” and was later hailed for
defending his statement. Other high profile athletes, from
LeBron James to Derrick Rose, have also shown their support for the movement, actions widely noticed by the media.
But a far more powerful movement has been emerging in
music, and it’s been criminally ignored.
“I’m letting you know / that it ain’t no gun they can make
that can kill my soul,” J. Cole sang. Appearing on “The Late
Show” on Dec. 10, Cole bore his soul in a raspy performance
of “Be Free.” The song was painful and personal, expressing
a need for change while acknowledging a fear that the system is beyond hope. Other artists took note.
	 Less than a week after Cole’s tour de force, Kendrick
Lamar appeared on “The Colbert Report.” Arguably the most
talented rapper of his generation, many looked to Kendrick
to take a stance on the recent events that had shaken the
black community. He responded in late September with “i”,
a buoyant anthem of self-love and peace in the black community. The video features Kendrick dancing past the arrest
of a young, black man, a scene of domestic violence and
the open window of a man who is about to kill himself. The
message is one of pure optimism, of the infectious nature of
love.
And then Kendrick threw a curve ball. Performing an untitled song on “The Colbert Report”, the rapper began with a
slow, paranoid groove, more R&B than rap. As a backup singer
shrieks “what does the Indian say?” and “what does the black
man say?”, Kendrick builds into a searing critique on capitalism, on our society where money is valued over freedom.
That’s what the white man wanted when I rhyme

Telling me that he selling me just for $10.99
I go platinum from rapping, I do the company fine
What if I compromise? He said it don’t even matter
Make a million or more, you living better than average
You losing your core following, gaining it all
Between Kendrick swaying on stage with a flask and the
man in a wolf costume playing the base in the back, the
message of the song would be easy to miss. For much of the
performance, it seems as though Kendrick is presenting an
infomercial rather than a racially charged statement. That is,
until the rapper starts convulsing and screaming, “Tell em
we don’t die / we multiply,” over and over. Like Cole’s performance, Kendrick’s “untitled” is odd, unnerving and his best
music to date.
Last week, Kendrick won the Grammy Award for Best
Rap/Hip-Hop Song for “i”. As Kanye West has pointed
out a number of times, the Grammys, decided by the The
National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, are an
awards show historically dominated by white musicians.
Just as with last year’s win by Macklemore in the Best Rap
Album category, it seemed as though the Academy recognized “i” because it preached a message that appeased
white people. As if he predicted this discussion, Kendrick
Lamar released “The Blacker the Berry,” on Feb. 9, only
hours after the Grammy Awards. Reverberating with rage,
the song is a brutal critique of the black community, and of
Kendrick himself. If “i” boasted a message of self-love, “The
Blacker the Berry” was the opposite end of the spectrum. To
emphasize this point, Kendrick posted a picture on Twitter
featuring Martin Luther King Jr. with the label, “i”, next to a
picture of Malcolm X with the label, “The Blacker the Berry.”
True to the advertisement, the song is much more divisive
than “i”, and reflects on how wealth alienates Kendrick from
the rest of the black community. But more than a social critique, “The Blacker the Berry” is an introspection.
“Don’t matter how much I say I like to preach with the
Panthers, or tell Georgia State ‘Marcus Garvey got all the
answers’…
So why did I weep when Trayvon Martin was in the street?
When gang banging make me kill a n***a blacker than me?
Hypocrite!”
These are among the more brutally honest lines you will
ever hear, but maybe this is just the beginning.
Back in the 60s and 70s, protest music was all the rage.
Some of the biggest hits, from The Beatles’ “Revolution” to
Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in the Wind” were societal critiques.
Protest music reached an all-time high during the early
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70s, as musicians rallied in opposition of the Vietnam War
to create classic music moments like the Woodstock music
festival. And then, somewhere along the way, protest music
faded. It would be a stretch to say that songs with civic
messages ever dominated the airwaves, but they were far
more common in the 60s and the 70s than in today’s EDM/
Pop era. While musicians like Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, U2
and recently Arcade Fire have continued the tradition, it is
increasingly apparent that protest music not only exists, but
is thriving in rap music.
Call it hip-hop or call it rap, the genre has never gotten a good reputation. Derived from predominantly
black art forms like spoken word and gospel, rap developed into the contemporary voice of the black community. Unfortunately, it also became known for misogynistic and violent lyrics, and offered white people (who, by
the way, make up 70 percent of rap music sales), another
chance to critique the black community for a lack of
conduct or civility. Musicians like J. Cole, Kanye West
and Kendrick Lamar are combating that impression.
With a more story-driven approach to rap that harkens
back to the days of spoken word or early rap stars like
Grandmaster Flash, these rappers are making some of
the most daring music today.
Listening to “The Blacker the Berry,” I continue to
think back to Cole’s performance on “The Late Show”; it
seemed as if host David Letterman was entirely unprepared for what was about to come. Letterman was smiling
and cracking jokes just seconds before Cole wailed, “All
we want to do is take the chains off! All we want to do is
be free.” It seemed an entirely inappropriate forum for
such a personal and painful message, which made it the
perfect forum. This is the brilliance not only of Cole’s performance, but of the music that has sprung from recent
tragedy. From Cole to Kanye West to Kendrick Lamar, the
music is unwieldy and unpredictable. Preaching a vast
range of responses, from peace and love, to prosperity
and economic independence, to uprising and radicalism,
these artists have brilliantly mirrored the reactions of a
reeling society. While it would be easy to peg songs like
“i” in the vision of Martin Luther King Jr. or label “The
Blacker the Berry” a Malcolm X-style call for insurgency,
the most important message to be gleaned is that protest
is not uniform. The need for change is clear, but it has
been manifested in a variety of ways, and created the type
of internal conflicts evinced in “The Blacker the Berry.”
In continuing the tradition of protest music, these artists
have created a dynamic, vibrant platform for expressing
that is expanding our cultural definition of “protesting.”
Now it’s up to us to listen.
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EPIIC FILM SERIES on RUSSIA
presents

PUTIN’S KISS
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization in Russia with direct ties to the Kremlin. Officially, its
goal is to support the current political system by creating
a future elite among the brightest and most loyal Russian
teenagers. But the organization also works to prevent the
political opposition from spreading their views among young
people.
Sixteen-year-old Masha Drokova, a Nashi commissar and
spokesperson, is an ambitious middle-class student from
the outskirts of Moscow. After joining Nashi at the age of
15, she moves to the very top of the organization, and is rewarded for her dedication with a university scholarship, an
apartment, and even a pro-Putin talk show.
Everything changes when Drokova becomes acquainted with
a group of liberal journalists, including popular anti-Putin reporter Oleg Kashin. At first, she remains devoted to Nashi while pursuing tentative
friendships with its left-wing critics — but when Kashin is brutally beaten by “unknown
perpetrators,” she has a genuine change of heart and decides to take a stand.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 8:15pm, Distler Aud
Introduction by the Director of the Tufts Russian Program

VIDA JOHNSON
Sponsored By

The Tufts
Russian Program

For More Information: tuftsgloballeadership.org or x73314
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Crossword

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Rosie of “The
Jetsons,” for one
6 Recede
9 Downloadable
programs
13 Golden Gloves
venue
14 Chimney
substance
16 Toondom’s __ E.
Coyote
17 Camp shelters
18 Single proprietor
20 The Old
Spaghetti Factory
alternative
22 Big D hoopster
23 West Coast sch.
with more than
100 NCAA
championships
24 Martini order
25 Gloomy
27 Golf hole starting
points
29 On the topic of
32 Fed. power dept.
33 “__ Legend”: Will
Smith movie
35 Nook and Kindle
38 Self-defense
option
40 Emphatic military
reply
42 Actor McKellen
43 Japanese soup
noodle
44 Formula for salt
46 Brewpub lineup
50 Mr. Fixit’s forte
53 Singer Orbison
55 Aflame
56 Chinese chairman
57 Fragrant bloomer
with typically pink
flowers
61 Comment after a
feast ... or what
the first word of
18-, 20-, 38- and
57-Across would
sometimes say—
if it could talk
63 Christmas
celebrity
64 Future plant
65 Nonstick
cookware brand
66 __ salts
67 Grinds to a halt
68 Seek damages
from
69 Poker-faced

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

Kit Collins

2/24/15

By C.C. Burnikel

DOWN
1 Squeal on
2 Parental warning
words
3 “No fighting,
kids!”
4 “As seen __”: ad
phrase
5 Used a stun gun
on
6 College
application
pieces
7 Mannerless
fellow
8 Like headline
typefaces
9 “So-o adorable!”
10 Cash for fun
11 Crowd __:
popular
performer
12 Order takers
15 Overflow (with)
19 Artist with the
website
imaginepeace.com
21 Pa’s pa
26 Hill-building
biter
28 “Burnt” crayon
color
30 __ firma
31 Surg. sites
34 Mil. mail address
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Comics

Monday’s Puzzle
Solved
Friday’s
Solution

Married to the Sea 							

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

36 Literary
wrap-up
37 Football’s
Parseghian
38 Popped the
question
39 Bavarian article
40 Conjecture
41 Think tank guys
45 Baby rocker
47 King in
Shakespeare’s
“The Tempest”

2/24/15

48 Moving engine
part
49 Hot and humid
51 Post-surg. area
52 Rapids
transport
54 Go-aheads
58 Inseparable pals,
to texters
59 Brummell or
Bridges
60 Captivated
62 NFL scores

www.marriedtothesea.com

Tufts Lawyers Association in partnership with the Office of
Pre-Law Advising presents:

2015 Law Day on the Hill

Thursday, March 5th from 6:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m. in Alumnae Lounge
6:00 p.m. – Simulated Classroom Experience
7:00 p.m. – Alumni Panel
8:00 p.m. – Alumni- Student Networking
You must register for this event:
https://secure.www.alumniconnections.com/olc/pub/TUF/events/event_order.cgi?
tmpl=events&event=2362740

our contact
(617) 440-7361
or

bostonburgerco.com

our hours

our location
37 davis square
somerville, ma
02144

mon - wed:

11 AM to 10 PM

thurs - sat:
11 AM to 11 PM
sun:
12 PM to 8 PM
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Wanted
$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos seek second consecutive NESCAC championship
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from back

jumper and sending the crowd and her
teammates into energetic applause.
“I mean she’s an excellent player,
but also just having her on the court
as a captain, just having her leadership and her presence on the court is
really exciting for all of us,” Roberson
said. “And especially coming into the
playoffs, Lauren has been playing a
ton of minutes and she’s been doing
an awesome job, but it’s not easy to
play 40 minutes a game, so having the
option of the two of them [is great] so
that they’re both fresh off the bench.”
Best of all, the Jumbos have two
point guards — Morehead and Dillon
— who have built up serious experience leading the Tufts attack. While
Morehead has spent the majority
of the season assisting and offering
advice to Dillon from the sidelines, as
she begins to log more minutes and
get comfortable directing the offense,
the duo can be effective working
together on the court.
“It’s a great addition off the bench,
the experience she has, and she’s just
really smart with the ball,” Berube said
of Morehead. “And Lauren’s doing a
great job as well, and they’re doing a
good job communicating with each
other and helping each other out and
talking about what they see out there.
It’s a good combination.”
Tufts continued to control the pace
of the game well into the second half,
taking a 51-18 lead eight minutes into
the second half on a layup from North.
At this point, Hamilton had used five
of its six timeouts and could not get
things going on either end of the court.
But the Continentals slowly put a
dent in the 33-point lead the Jumbos
had built. In fact, in the next five minutes they went on a 11-0 run powered
by four points from Graber and five
points from first-year forward Lauren
Getman, the team’s second leading
scorer. Though a 3-pointer from Dillon
ended the run and kept the Tufts’ lead
at 25, Hamilton inched closer. Graber

continued from back

fifth in the 200-medley behind Winget,
Ciliv, Metcalfe and Skoufalous; fourth
in the 800-freestyle behind Simko,
senior tri-captain Mike Napolitano,
first-year James McElduff and junior
Anthony DeBenedetto; and fifth in the
400 freestyle behind McElduff, Simko,
Skoufalos and junior Harry Wood.
Ciliv, DeBenedetto and Simko all
had individually strong performances as well. In his NESCACs debut,
Ciliv placed seventh in the 200 breaststroke, setting a new school record
by almost three seconds and earning
a B cut time. He also shaved time off
of his 100 breaststroke and recorded
a B cut that was just 0.03 seconds off
the school record, though due to his
performance in the preliminaries, the
highest place he could get was 17th.
DeBenedetto recorded a B cut time
in the 200 butterfly, where he placed
ninth to lead a group of four Tufts
swimmers that placed in the top 15.
Simko also added a B cut in the 500
freestyle preliminaries before taking
sixth in the finals.
Though Tufts did not improve on its
fourth place finish from last year’s conference championships, coach Adam
Hoyt’s team can be proud of the six
new school records it set and the 13 B

Seeing
red

W
Evan sayles / The Tufts Daily

Sophomore guard Josie Lee shoots a free throw in Tufts’ 64-43 victory over Hamilton.
took over the game for Hamilton in the
last seven and a half minutes, scoring 10 of the team’s final 14 points.
Ultimately, though, it was not enough
to spur a comeback, as Tufts regained
a 20-plus point lead to close out the
game on a 3-pointer from junior guard
Nicole Brooks with 1:25 to play.
Graber led the game with an impressive 23 points, while first-year guard
Samantha Srinivasan was second on
the team with six. North paced the
Jumbos with a double-double of 12
points and 14 rebounds, while Kanner
and Dillon chipped in 10 points apiece.
Roberson finished with seven points
and four rebounds, and Morehead
scored six in her return on 2 of 2 shooting from beyond the arc.
The next challenge on the road to
a second straight NESCAC championship will be a home matchup with
Williams College on Saturday. The
Jumbos had a similarly close game on

the road against the Ephs on Feb. 7,
just pulling away in the final minutes
on clutch free-throw shooting to take
a 54-50 win home. The team is excited to have the challenge of playing
another tough opponent in Cousens
Gym, where it is undefeated this season, and hopes to remain undefeated
with a NESCAC championship game
on Sunday at stake.
“I think this week is definitely kind
of an eye-opener — having those
two close games with Hamilton and
Williams — just kind of knowing that
this late in the season everyone is playing for their lives, it could be everyone’s
last game,” Roberson said. “So just
showing up to practice, being ready to
get better and work on our offense and
our defense. And then also getting in
the gym on our own, working on our
own shot, our own individual skills so
that we’ll be ready to play on Saturday
and hopefully Sunday, too.”

Tufts rebounds to sneak into fourth at NESCACs
MEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING

Sam Gold | The Gold Standard

cut times they put down at the meet.
Williams, Amherst and Conn. College
have consistently been powerhouse
programs in swimming and diving,
so it was no surprise when the three
jumped out to an early lead in points
on Friday and never looked back.
In a thrilling comeback, Tufts
rebounded from being in fifth place
behind Bates after the first two days to
claim fourth place by 117 points after
a strong showing on Sunday. Arguably
the Jumbos’ most impressive day even
though it did not see the team’s highest point scoring, Sunday saw the
most Jumbos make the finals of any
of the three days, and as Guadagno
noted, displayed the team’s prevailing camaraderie and relatively high
energy.
Wallace noted a similar level of
energy at his first NESCAC meet as
well.
“My teammates and I get a tremendous energy boost for these
kinds of meets,” said Wallace. “With
swimming, we’re all training very rigorously all throughout the season
up until about two weeks before
[NESCACs]. When the championship
meet finally arrives, we’re all very rested, shaved down and ready to rip out
some crazy fast times. That’s the beauty of swimming, it really all comes
down to one meet where we can really

see what all of our training has done
for us, and that’s what can cause the
energy level to skyrocket. I like to call
it ‘go time.’”
Rohrer and Idelson will next represent Tufts this weekend at the Zone
Qualifiers in Springfield, where the
two hope to qualify for the NCAA
championships in March. The swimmers’ season is now over, except for
those that recorded B cut times. All
they can do now is wait to see whether their times qualify them for the
NCAA field.
Ciliv, one of those anxiously waiting to see if he will be going to the
NCAA championships or not next
month, is already thinking ahead to
how to prepare.
“We need to perfect the racing by
knowing our race inside and out,”
Ciliv told the Daily in an email. “For
example, we need to optimize and
know the number of strokes we take
and our pacing … I think swimming
and the process towards improvement
should be taken like rocket science,
entirely based on learning, science
and knowledge, yet should be very
specific to each swimmer. There is so
much to take away from this entire
season and championship meet, we
just to need apply our learning and
apply ourselves in a revolutionary
manner.”

hen Jose Mourinho was christened “The Chosen One” during his first stint at Chelsea, he
must really have internalized
the sobriquet, evident in the way he now
metes it out quite liberally, a modern King
Midas, having convinced himself — and
trying to us — that not only he, but the
teams and players he manages, is chosen,
special or otherwise unique.
Yesterday’s Premier League tie with lowly
Burnley at Stamford Bridge was notable for
several reasons, not least of which was the
heinous foul committed by Burnley’s Ashley
Barnes on Chelsea’s Nemanja Matic. It was also
not notable, even tiresome, due to Mourinho’s
trotting out the same veritable conspiracy theory on which he holds forth whenever a match
has gone poorly. Specialness, he implies, goes
both ways: By nature centrifugal, with its prodigious resources, Chelsea attracts the likes
of Eden Hazard, Juan Cuadrado and Diego
Costa, but it also incurs the wrath of referees,
the English Football Association (FA), FIFA
and God Himself, all of whom conspire to
undermine its successes at every turn.
Typically, such press conferences go like
this: Mourinho, grousing about the supposed
litany of whistles or non-calls sinisterly perpetrated against his team, evokes the boy who
cried wolf, and we dismiss him out of hand.
This time, however, was atypical. This time, he
was right — and replay bears him out.
The challenge was grisly; Barnes mistimed his
tackle, barreling studs-first into Matic’s left shin,
and, for that split-second, he was bow-legged.
Concave is never a shape to which the leg of a
soccer player should conform, so in those rare
instances when it does, a card is shown to the
offending party, if one is identifiable.
What was especially troubling about this
whole affair was not only that Barnes was not
reprimanded (although he may be retroactively, for which there is ample precedent), but
even more so that Matic, determined to take
matters into his own hands, was sent off for
shoving Barnes to the ground in retaliation.
It was that the referee, who had clearly erred,
was not vigilant, allowing Matic to collect
himself, hustle over to Barnes, and compound
his and his team’s misery. If not for that double-whammy, Chelsea would almost certainly
have retained its lead and emerged victorious.
A legion of both former players erudite in
on-field injuries and inept referees, as well
as layman commentators, has banded together to roundly condemn the oversight. Some
of their analysis merely waxed poetic about
the miscarriage of justice that transpired, but
some, like that of former England winger and
current pundit Chris Waddle, has been exculpatory, as if to condone retributive justice.
No matter how egregious a tackle, no matter how understandable the victim’s reaction,
no one should receive a free pass for misbehavior. Unbridled emotionality, unless sublimated into exultation, has no place on the
pitch. Despite the numerous claims to the
contrary, the referee was right to send Matic
off. What this incident makes the case for —
the only thing it can make the case for — is
instant replay, long the hobgoblin of football
associations across the globe.
To wit, there has been no more compelling
case of late than this for instant replay. I myself
have not yet worked out the kinks, or devised
a viable means of implementation and execution, but it must be done. Discipline after the
fact does little to remedy the damage wrought.
The beautiful game is getting uglier. Isn’t it
about time for a beautification project?

Sam Gold is a senior majoring in religion. He can be reached at samuel_l.
gold@tufts.edu.
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women’s Basketball

Jumbos open NESCAC tournament with big win at
home in Morehead's return
by Alex Schroeder
Sports Editor

Just over two weeks after battling
Hamilton down to the final minutes of
regulation and escaping with a win in
overtime, the No. 5 women’s basketball team posted a definitive 64-43 win
over the Continentals in the NESCAC
quarterfinal matchup on Saturday.
Hamilton, led by NESCAC leading scorer, junior forward Sam Graber, was stifled offensively, shooting just 13 of 43
from the field, as the Jumbos secured a
spot in the NESCAC semifinals, which
will take place at Cousens Gym next
weekend.
Rather than a back-and-forth affair
like Tufts’ away game at Hamilton in
early February, this time Tufts was able
to make a statement from the outset
about who would control the pace of the
game. Overall, it was stalwart defense
that both forced the Continentals into
tough spots on offense and gave the
Jumbos a lot of room to convert defensive stands into offensive chances.
“I mean it’s a lot of hard work in
practice, and working on our defense,
and like I said before, our defense at
Hamilton [earlier in the season] was
not up to par,” coach Carla Berube said.
“We needed a much better effort and we
did that for the most part — broke down
for a little bit in the second half. They
got some open looks and Sam Graber is
a very talented player, and she went off
there for a little while, but for the most
part I was happy with our effort. I think
our defense led to some easy scoring
opportunities in the break. We found
shooters, we found our post players. I
thought we did a good job on the offensive boards in the first half. We built
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Senior tri-captain guard Kelsey Morehead dives for the ball in Tufts’ 64-43 win over Hamilton
in the NESCAC quarterfinals on Feb. 21.
ourselves a nice lead, so, you know, I’d
like to finish a little bit better, but we’ll
work on that.”
Tufts started the game hot with sophomore center Michela North and senior
tri-captain forward Hayley Kanner trading baskets in the paint to put the
Tufts up 8-0 three minutes into the
game, forcing Hamilton to spend its
first timeout early on. The Jumbos
held the Continentals scoreless until
five minutes into the game, when a
pair of free throws from Graber got the
Continentals on the board.

Contributions off the bench from
first-year forward Melissa Baptista,
who hit a layup seconds after checking
into the game, and sophomore Josie
Lee, who added a 3-pointer, kept the
Jumbos rolling. A layup from first-year
point guard Lauren Dillon added an
inside basket of her own, and by the
13:29 mark Hamilton burned another
timeout.
Though the Jumbos’ scoring output decelerated some over the next
10 minutes of play, by the 5:44 mark
Tufts had built an 18-point lead —

and Hamilton had scored only six total
points. The Continentals finished the
first half shooting just 19 percent from
the field, with Graber being held to
just 1-7 shooting from the field, scoring four of her seven first-half points
on free throws. By the end of the first
stanza, the Jumbos had taken a 37-14
lead shooting nearly 50 percent from
the floor and holding a 26-9 advantage
in rebounding.
“After last game, we obviously wanted to come out a lot stronger than
we did the first time we played them
and kind of get a little bit of revenge
I guess you could say, because it was
such a close game,” junior guard Emma
Roberson said.
The biggest story from the first period of play came just about halfway
through — on a substitution. Senior tricaptain point guard Kelsey Morehead,
who had not played in a game since
Dec. 29, checked into the game and
played her first minutes since winter
break. Though she was outfitted with a
knee brace, that seemed to be about the
only noticeable difference in her presence on the court.
“We are so excited that she’s back …
she’s come back like she hasn’t been out
for two months, you know she comes
right back in and she’s Kelsey, making
plays, making her shots and just controlling the floor,” Roberson said.
Though she didn’t register a stat during her first minutes back, Morehead
checked back into the game with 1:29
left to play before halftime. With 50 seconds to play, she stepped up and fired a
shot from beyond the arc, swishing the
see WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 11

Men’s Swimming and Diving

Rohrer leads Tufts to fourth place in NESCAC
by Maclyn Senear
Sports Editor

After three days of racing this weekend, the men’s swimming and diving
team finished the 2015 NESCAC championships in the same position as last
year. Tufts ended with 1,086 points for
fourth place behind perennial champion Williams (2,065.5), Amherst (1,579)
and Connecticut College (1,323).
Unsurprisingly, the divers were the
team’s highlight of the meet, continuing the Jumbos’ dominance off the
boards in the NESCAC. Sophomore
Matt Rohrer won the one-meter on
the first day of competition on Friday,
keeping the title that Johann Schmidt
(LA ’14) won for Tufts the past three
years. Though Rohrer was unable to
defend his own title in the three-meter,
he still took second place in that event
on Sunday.
Rohrer finished second in the preliminaries of the one-meter Friday
morning but came back to beat out
Williams’ Rohann Bhatt and Amherst’s
Asher Lichtig that night to record a
pool-record 499.95 score for first. In
the three-meter preliminaries, Rohrer
placed third behind Bhatt and Lichtig
before being just narrowly edged
515.20 to 503.90 by Lichtig in the finals.
“I’m really happy with how I performed,” said Rohrer. “No one is ever
happy when they lose, especially getting second place by a small margin,
so I’m pretty bummed about that, but
it was still a good weekend with some
good diving.”
Rohrer believes the slight difference
in result between the two events stems
from simply not quite executing all of
his dives in the three-meter as well as
he did in the one-meter.
“On one-meter definitely [I was 11
for 11], and on three-meter I would

say I was nine for 11,” Rohrer said. “A
couple of my dives weren’t where they
should have been.”
Nevertheless, Rohrer was awarded
the NESCAC Diver of the Meet award
for his performance, and Tufts diving coach Brad Snodgrass earned his
fifth consecutive, and seventh overall, NESCAC Diving Coach of the Year
award.
First-year diver Aaron Idelson also
had a strong showing at the meet for
his NESCACs debut, placing eighth in
the one-meter and then seventh in the
three-meter.
Though Rohrer’s first- and secondplace finishes were the highest of any
Jumbo on the weekend, several swimmers were also big point scorers at
the meet. Junior tri-captain Michael
Winget was arguably the team leader
in the lanes, breaking three school
records and swimming two NCAA B cut
times on the weekend.
Winget’s first school record came on
Friday in the 50 backstroke, where he
swam a 23.07 in the preliminaries to
break his own record from last year and
then went on to finish third in the final.
That same day, his 100 backstroke leg
of Tufts’ 400 medley relay also broke
his own record from last year and was
good enough for a B cut. On Saturday,
Winget again hit the B cut mark swimming in the 100 backstroke, where he
tied for third in the final.
And on Sunday night, he was the
top finisher for the Jumbos in the 200
backstroke in perhaps their best event
of the meet. All five Jumbos swimming
the 200 back swam B cut times, with
Winget placing fourth and setting a
new school record, first-year Panos
Skoufalos placing 11th, sophomore
Luca Gaudagno placing 12th, first-year
Zachary Wallace placing 13th and firstyear Jacob Siegelbaum placing 17th.
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The Jumbos saw 13 B cut times and six school records at NESCACs this weekend.
Guadagno and Wallace also shined
for the Jumbos in the 400 individual
medley (IM) on Saturday. Both swam B
cuts in the preliminaries, with Wallace
finishing eighth (4:03.97) to break the
school record and Guadagno finishing
10th(4:04.90). Both then went on to
impressively drop even more time in
the finals.
Guadagno went down to 4:02.00
and took the new school record,
though he failed to qualify for the
final (reserved for the top eight in the
prelims) with his ninth-overall finish.
Wallace dropped more than a second
in the final and finished seventh with a
4:02.87.
“I was so excited to drop time in my
four IMs this year,” said Guadagno. “I
think I was able to [drop that time]

because I felt really solid during my
prelims swim and knew that I could go
faster in finals. I took that confidence
into finals and tried not to hold anything back. Not to mention I was really
motivated by Zach’s amazing prelims
swim. I knew I had to step up my game
to compete with him and the rest of the
swimmers.”
In one of the Jumbos’ top relay finishes, the 400 medley team of Winget,
first-year Morgan Ciliv, sophomore
William Metcalfe and junior tri-captain Cam Simko finished fifth with a
3:23.20 time that broke a six year-old
school record and was under the B cut
mark.
In the team’s other relays, Tufts took
see MEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING, page 11

